SAT TIPS & TRICKS

SAT MATH:

General SAT:

Answer allquestions –you do not
lose points for incorrect answers.
Use process of elimination for
multiple choice questions.
Answer the questions that you
know first, then go back to
answer the more difficult
questions.
Remain positive and do not
panic!
Utilize the Education USA library
for free SAT practice books!

Before completing practice
problems, go over the math topics
on the exam and make sure you
understand each topic.
Don’t know how to directly solve a
problem? Try substituting each
answer choice in.

SAT Writing:

Memorize the grammar rules
tested on the SAT.
If two answers are both
grammatically correct, choose the
more concise one.
The “No Change” answer will only
be correct 25% of the time –
double check these questions at
the end.

SAT READING:

Always read the introductory blurb
–it provides you with valuable
information!
Underline the author’s main idea
while you are reading.

Questions?
Contact our team:
advisor@fulbright.cz

Keep track of timing;neverspend
too much time on one passage.

advisor@fulbright.cz

@educationusaczech

TOEFL TIPS & TRICKS

/

TOEFL Listening Speaking:

General TOEFL:

Answer all questions – you do not
lose points for incorrect answers.
Use process of elimination for
multiple choice questions.
Take notes as you listen to the
audio clips in each section. Write
down the key points and important
details.

Listen to English TV shows, movies,
or radio to improve your vocabulary
and listening skills.
Partner with a native English speaker
and focus on improving your
pronunciation.

Choose an early test date so that
you can retake the exam if you
need to.
TOEFL Writing:

Utilize the Education USA library
for free TOEFL practice books!

Practice timed writing exercises
and memorize common transition
words.
Keep your writing simple and
concise.

TOEFL Reading:

Make an outline before you begin
writing. Write down your main
points and supporting examples
for each.

Read as many English texts as you
can to prepare.
Improve your vocabulary and
context clue skills.
Keep track of timing; never spend
too much time on one passage.
The questions are asked in the
order they appear in the passage.
advisor@fulbright.cz

Questions?
Contact our team:
advisor@fulbright.cz

@educationusaczech

